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See my video for how to make these party crackers and gift boxes.

CUTS:

Shimmery White for Cracker Box Die: 5" x 3" each•
Basic Black for Cracker Box Die: 5" x 2-1/2"•
1" Circle (I used the small circle from the Beautiful Shapes Dies)•
Die cut pieces from the Snowman Dies.•

INSTRUCTIONS

Cut Shimmery White card stock along the 1st score line of 
the cracker die (see photo).

•

Cut only 1/2 of the die with the black (see photo).•
Stamp the snowman face and any other images you'd like to use.•
Shim and 1/8" of either end of the Shimmery panel and cut the 
tab on one end. This will enable to bottom to fit into the top.

•

Cut the top at the score line of one of the end panels on the black.•
Assemble top & bottom with Seal + Adhesive.•
Apply Seal + to the circle and insert in the Shimmery bottom for 
the bottom tabs to attach to. This will keep it closed.

•

Decorate with die cut and stamped pieces.•
Tip: Use Adhesive Sheet for small die cuts to attach easily.•
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Snowman Magic [Party Cracker 
Series #4] 
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Snowman Magic 
Bundle (English) - 

159818

Snowman Magic 
Photopolymer

Stamp Set 
(English) - 159816

Snowman Dies - 
159817

Cracker & Treat 
Box Dies - 159182

Beautiful Shapes 
Dies - 158046

Shimmery White 8-
1/2" X 11" 

Cardstock - 
101910

Basic Black 8-1/2" 
X 11" Cardstock - 

121045

Tuxedo Black 
Memento Ink Pad - 

132708

Poppy Parade 
Classic Stampin' 

Pad - 147050

Pumpkin Pie 
Stampin' Blends 
Combo Pack - 

154897

Classic Matte Dots 
- 158146

Real Red 3/8" (1 
Cm) Mini Ruffled 
Ribbon - 156323

Stampin' Seal+ - 
149699

Adhesive Sheets - 
152334

Paper Trimmer - 
152392
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